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Function Description 
Goals 

I want a pair of speakers that have a studio-quality sound and are ready for the road 

seeing as I’ll probably be traveling a lot with them. That being said, size isn’t really an 

issue but my budget is kind of constrained. SPL output is a larger priority. 

Speaker Use 

These speakers will be used primarily in-doors as a set of mixing monitors. When they 

are being transported, they will most likely be in the back of a semi-truck and used as 

mixing monitors as well for live-feed monitoring. 

What environment? 

Typically they will be in a bedroom environment with typical street noise in the 

background. When out in the field they will be subject to all sorts of background noise in 

the inside of a semi-trailer. They will have to be able to produce loud enough content to 

be heard over the top of everything else. 

Listening Purpose 

The primary purpose of these speakers will be for mixing, mostly at moderate to high 

levels. They should have a relatively flat frequency response; +/- 3dB from 40Hz-20kHz is 

acceptable, +/- 4 would be unacceptable. 

Visual Aesthetics 

To keep with the “on the road” theme, I would like these speakers to be built like road 

cases; not only for looks but for durability as well. They will be painted flat black with 

aluminum wall extrusions surrounding the entire perimeter. The eventual plan with 

these speakers will to have lids and casters placed on them for safer and easier 

transportation. 

SPL Output 

These speakers should be able to produce moderate to high-level content. While their 

main use will be for home-studio projects, they should be able to compete with outside 

noise in the field. Adhering to the K-14 system, these speakers should be able to 

produce a constant 89dB SPL with peaks at 103dB SPL. 
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SPL 

Size 

Bass 

Speaker Priorities 

Original speaker idea #1. 2.5 way speaker with dome 

tweeter 

Subjective description of sound 

These speakers shouldn’t have a whole lot of color to them. While I don’t want them to 

be absolutely flat, they should still be able to be used as solid mixing speakers. Being 

used primarily as studio speakers, I want there to be depth in my mixes and as stable as 

possible. They should also be easy to listen to so minimal ear fatigue is preferred. 

 Prioritization 

According to John L. Murphy’s Pie Chart1, my priorities for my speaker are as such. 

The SPL output and bass response are the two largest priorities. In order to achieve one 

of those, the cabinets will have to be pretty large to be able to support the drivers 

needed. Since size isn’t an issue (and neither is weight), this shouldn’t be a problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Specifications 
 Size 

o With size not really being a huge 

concern, I’m looking at making a pretty 

decent sized box. Initial designs like the 

one on the right, feature a cabinet 

1’x2’x1’ (which I know isn’t the best 

thing acoustically, but  a rough estimate 

nonetheless) 

 I plan on using Murphy’s idea of 

using the Golden Ratio2 to design 

the actual sizes for my box 

                                                           
1
 John Murphy, Introduction to Loudspeaker Design (Andersonville: True Audio, 2014), 62. 

2
 John Murphy, Introduction to Loudspeaker Design (Andersonville: True Audio, 2014), 100. 
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Speaker draft #2. 3’ tall horn loaded. 

Wheels would be located on top to flip 

and roll as needed. 

o The actual size of these cabinets is 3’x 1’ x 2’ (H x W x H). 

o Being a larger box, there will also be more weight which really isn’t a concern.  

One of my original ideas was to build these speakers like split boxes; upside 

down. This way I could put wheels on them and not have to worry about them 

rolling away, especially if I build a taller speaker box. The problem with that 

would have been the weight from the woofer making these boxes top-heavy. 

o They should be able to fit inside my van realistically. Being made out of road-

case material should also make them pretty sturdy. Eventually, the drivers will 

also be able to be covered with a lid to make 

them easily transportable without having to 

remove the drivers. 

 SPL 

o I have found that I like to listen at moderately 

loud levels throughout most of my moods. On 

average, this was about 96dB SPL at 1 meter. 

While it’s slightly above average from the 85dB 

SPL most people will recommend for mixing, I 

also have to think about having enough 

headroom for catering to louder environments 

as well. 

o Sensitivity 

 Drivers at or below 85dB at 

1watt/1meter are already out of the 

question. I need every extra decibel I 

can get with these cabinets in the environment I will be using them in.  

 Bandwidth 

o Looking at my spreadsheet, I noticed that I actually start hearing the low-

frequency roll-off at around 77Hz. There’s still a lot of content under there; I 

could really start to tell at an average of 45Hz. With that, and knowing my 

speakers are going to be on the larger side, I’m hoping to get decent energy 

below 45Hz if at all possible without porting. 
Song 6dB Noticeable 6dB Acceptable 6dB Unacceptable 18dB Noticeable 18dB Acceptable 18dB Unacceptable

Enter Sandman 49 66 140 51 83 140

Money 38 66 126 39 75 148

Creeping Death 60 73 90 39 80 130

Sentimental 43 86 130 40 71 146

Another One Bites the Dust 35 57 100 47 67 130

Why So Serious? 40.5 90 160 47 88 146

When I Drift Away 50 94 140 50 90 150

Nightmare 47.5 83 144 55 90 126

Average Frequency 45.375 76.875 128.75 46 80.5 139.5
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o Thinking about high-frequency content, I was originally looking at horn-loaded 

tweeters. For these speakers I’m not really looking for anything beyond 20K, but 

I’d like some sort of evenness across the high-frequency field. When researching 

these particular types of tweeters, I was pretty turned off by the uneven 

frequency responses from most of the drivers. I switched to looking at higher-

sensitivity dome tweeters and was satisfied with quite a few. 

 Coloration 

o Resonance 

 I obviously want the perfect blend between the box resonance and the 

driver output, but if I had to pick I would want these boxes to be a little 

more on the dead side. 

Cabinet Design 
When this project first started I knew I wanted to have sizeable cabinets, with initial 

designs going as big as 3’x2’x1’ (which as the eventual size anyway). One of my main concerns 

was building a box that was too small and therefore wouldn’t have the bass response that I 

wanted from a sealed box.  

These cabinets are going to be in the same construction 

as a road case. Not only is this aesthetically pleasing in my 

opinion, but also structurally sound. I will be using ¼” birch ply 

for all of the exterior walls which will be fitted together using 

aluminum extrusions. This is for two reasons: 

1. While butted wood joints are great and usually 

sturdy, I wanted some extra protection on my joints which I knew the aluminum 

would do, especially if paired with corner caps. 

2. Since they are used in road case designs, aesthetically they would help me 

achieve that goal as well 

Building road cases and building speaker cabinets however are two totally different 

things. Road cases are typically large, rough, clunky, acoustical nightmares on wheels. 

Speaker cabinets can be large but are usually smooth, easy on the eyes, and acoustically 

treated to stimulate our ears in a positive manner. The biggest challenge with building 

these boxes was learning how each speaker cabinets and road cases were built and then 

trying to combine the best of both worlds together. With this design I wanted the 

ruggedness of the road case and the acoustical properties of the speaker cabinet. The 

main by-product of this goal was additional weight, build time, and money. 
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Driver Selection 
Woofers 
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SB Acoustics 
SB29NRX75-6

3
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 148.25 
Size: 10” 
+/- 6 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Sensitivity: 88dB at 2.83V/1m 
Breakup starts at: 900Hz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 88dB 
Fs: 21 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 200 watts 

Narrative: 
When I was thinking about woofer drivers, I went onto the MTU speaker site and saw that one 

of my favorite sets of speakers used this as their 

woofer. Some of the things that made me choose 

this driver was size and cost. I was debating back 

and forth between 12” and 10” drivers when I saw 

this driver had an F3 of 48Hz for a .8 cubic feet box. 

Knowing my box was going to be WELL over that 

size, I knew I would be fine without having to 

upgrade to the bigger driver (which in turn would 

make my cabinet even bigger still). 
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 See specifications sheet. 
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Morel 
MW 1075

4
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 166.00 
Size: 10” 
+/- 4.5 in Bandpass 100Hz to 1000Hz 
Breakup starts at: 6kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 65dB 
Fs: 29 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 180 watts 

Narrative: 
 The other 10” driver I was looking at was 

this Morel. Compared to the SB Acoustics 

listed above, a lot of people would say 

this driver is significantly better; it has a 

higher sensitivity, and a sealed F3 of 41Hz 

which required only a 2.24 cubic foot box. 

This was a cost decision when it got right 

down to it. 
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 See specification sheet 
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SB Acoustics 
SB34NRX75-6

5
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 171.50 
Size: 12” 
+/- 5.5 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 2kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 93dB 
Fs: 19 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 200 watts 

Narrative: 
This 12” driver seemed like the best idea overall until I 

figured out how big the cabinet would have to be. 

During my initial “pie chart” examination, I knew size 

wasn’t really going to be an issue, but I DO have my 

limits. Not only did it increase my cabinet size, but it 

also increased my cost even more than the Morels did 

at 171.50 a-piece. I have to admit the F3 of 37Hz in a 4 

cubic-foot box was enticing. The sensitivity was also 

slightly higher than both drivers above at 90dB 
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 See specification sheet 
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SB Acoustics 
SB23NACS45

6
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 109.45 
Size: 8” 
+/- 6 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 4kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 94dB 
Fs: 25 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 60 watts 

Narrative: 
Looking for at smaller 8” drivers, the SB Acoustics 

came along again with these. At $109, they were 

reasonable. The 87.5dB sensitivity was okay. The 

F3 of 56Hz on a bigger sealed box wasn’t amazing 

and the 5dB deviation from 100Hz-150Hz was 

even more alarming. Other than the looks, this 

driver didn’t really stick out for me. 

. 
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SEAS 
Prestige L22RN4X/P

7
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 106.00 
Size: 8” 
+/- 5 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 4kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 89dB 
Fs: 21 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 125 watts 

Narrative: 
 After looking at driver in the $150 range, I 

decided to drop down and see what I could find. 

These guys were the first and they seemed 

promising at first. The frequency range with these 

looked smooth and an 86.5dB sensitivity wasn’t 

awful. Then I saw that in the sealed/vented 

section, it said that these were not recommended 

for sealed enclosures. Deal-breaker. 
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SB Acoustics 
SB12NRXF25-4

8
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 49.20 
Size: 4” 
+/- 5 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 4kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 89dB 
Fs: 21 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 125 watts 

Narrative: 
 After looking at driver in the 

$150 range, I decided to drop 

down and see what I could find. These guys were the first and they seemed promising at first. 

The frequency range with these looked smooth and 

an 86.5dB sensitivity wasn’t awful. Then I saw that in 

the sealed/vented section, it said that these were not 

recommended for sealed enclosures. Deal-breaker. 
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SB Acoustics 
SB12MNRX-4

9
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 51.20 
Size: 4” 
+/- 11.5 in Bandpass 20Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 10kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 93dB 
Fs: 58 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 30 watts 

Narrative: 
 This driver was comparable to the 

NRXF above with a few exceptions. It had a 

slightly higher sensitivity, 88.5, but there were 

a few dips in the frequency spectrum, 

particularly in the 300Hz and 600Hz area that 

didn’t really seem to solve my problem. In 

addition, the driver was also more expensive. 
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Dayton Audio 
RS75-4

10
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $ 21.55 
Size: 3” 
+/- 12 in Bandpass 50Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 10kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 93dB 
Fs: 58 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 30 watts 

Narrative: 
 Honestly, the reason I even clicked 

on this driver in the first place was 

because it looked cool (be honest, we’ve all done it!). The second reason was the price; at just 

over $20 a driver, it’s one of the cheaper ones on the list. The reason it didn’t quite make the 

cut was the 85.2 dB sensitivity. While the frequency 

response isn’t bad in the range I was mostly planning 

on using it, there was still a significant deviation 

between 1kHz-2kHz, which is still a useable area for 

this driver. 
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 See specification sheet 
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Fountek 
FR88EX

11
 

Specifications: 
Cost: 37.80 
Size: 3” 
+/- 13 in Bandpass 50Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 10kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 93dB 
Fs: 58 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 30 watts 

Narrative: 
 Honestly, the reason I even 

clicked on this driver in the first place was because it looked cool (be honest, we’ve all done it!). 

The second reason was the price; at just over 

$20 a driver, it’s one of the cheaper ones on the 

list. The reason it didn’t quite make the cut was 

the 85.2 dB sensitivity. While the frequency 

response isn’t bad in the range I was mostly 

planning on using it, there was still a significant 

deviation between 1kHz-2kHz, which is still a 

useable area for this driver. 
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 See specification sheet 
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SB Acoustics 
SB13PFC25-08

12
 

Specifications: 
Cost: $27.00 
Size: 5” 
+/- 5 in Bandpass 50Hz to 500Hz 
Breakup starts at: 7kHz 
Breakup amplitude peak: 93dB 
Fs: 45 Hz 

Rated Power Handling: 40 watts 

Narrative: 
 After taking a closer look at my 

crossover points and frequency responses of my mid-drivers, I chose to look at other bigger 

drivers. This one caught my attention for a few reasons. First off, it was cheaper; big plus there. 

Secondly it had a much flatter frequency 

response across more octaves. The only slight 

downside is that the sensitivity isn’t as great as 

other drivers at 87dB. It surely isn’t the worst 

and if it’s the only drawback, I’ll take it. 

                                                           
12

 See specification sheet 
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Being a sealed box, the selection for the woofers was a little more important to me to get that 

transient bass response. 

 SB Acoustics SB29NRX75-6 10” 

 When I was thinking about woofer 

drivers, I went onto the MTU speaker 

site and saw that one of my favorite 

sets of speakers used this as their 

woofer. Some of the things that made me choose this driver was 

size and cost. I was debating back and forth between 12” and 10” 

drivers when I saw this driver had an F3 of 48Hz for a .8 cubic feet 

box. Knowing my box was going to be WELL over that size, I knew 

I would be fine without having to upgrade to the bigger driver 

(which in turn would make my cabinet even bigger still). 

 Morel MW-1075 10” 

 The other 10” driver I was looking 

at was this Morel. Compared to the 

SB Acoustics listed above, a lot of 

people would say this driver is 

significantly better; it has a higher 

sensitivity, and a sealed F3 of 41Hz 

which required only a 2.24 cubic foot box. This was a cost decision 

when it got right down to it.  

 SB Acoustics SB34NRX75-6 12” 

 This 12” driver seemed like the 

best idea overall until I figured out 

how big the cabinet would have to 

be. During my initial “pie chart” 

examination, I knew size wasn’t 

really going to be an issue, but I DO 

have my limits. Not only did it 

increase my cabinet size, but it also 

increased my cost even more than the Morels did at 171.50 a-

piece. I have to admit the F3 of 37Hz in a 4 cubic-foot box was 

enticing. The sensitivity was also slightly higher than both drivers 

above at 90dB. 
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 SEAS Prestige L22RN4X/P 8” 

 After looking at driver in the 

$150 range, I decided to drop 

down and see what I could find. 

These guys were the first and 

they seemed promising at first. 

The frequency range with these 

looked smooth and an 86.5dB 

sensitivity wasn’t awful. Then I 

saw that in the sealed/vented 

section, it said that these were not recommended for sealed 

enclosures. Deal-breaker. 

 SB Acoustics SB23NACS45-8 8” 

 Looking for at smaller 8” drivers, 

the SB Acoustics came along 

again with these. At $109, they 

were reasonable. The 87.5dB 

sensitivity was okay. The F3 of 

56Hz on a bigger sealed box 

wasn’t amazing and the 5dB 

deviation from 100Hz-150Hz was even more alarming. Other than 

the looks, this driver didn’t really stick out for me. 

 Upon deciding that I would get better bass response with a 3-way than a 2.5 way, I also 

decided to look at some mid-

woofers. When I was graphing 

speakers out in the Excel 

spreadsheet I noticed a fairly large 

dip in the 600 and 1kHz range (see 

figure to the right). 
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 SB Acoustics SB12NRXF25-4 4” 

 The addition of most of the mid-woofer 

drivers filled in the void that the two-driver 

system created. This driver was by far the 

best when I plugged in the numbers. A few 

things other than that turned me on to this 

driver including the smoothness across the 

mid-range, the 87dB sensitivity, the size, 

and the cost. While it wasn’t the cheapest driver on the list, it 

seemed to fit the bill perfectly combined with the woofer and 

tweeter. 

 SB Acoustics SB12MNRX25-04 4” 

 This driver was comparable to the NRXF 

above with a few exceptions. It had a 

slightly higher sensitivity, 88.5, but there 

were a few dips in the frequency 

spectrum, particularly in the 300Hz and 

600Hz area that didn’t really seem to 

solve my problem. In addition, the driver 

was also more expensive. 

 

 

 

 Dayton Audio RS75-4 3” 

 Honestly, the reason I even clicked on 

this driver in the first place was 

because it looked cool (be honest, 

we’ve all done it!). The second reason 

was the price; at just over $20 a driver, 

it’s one of the cheaper ones on the list. 

The reason it didn’t quite make the cut 

was the 85.2 dB sensitivity. While the 

frequency response isn’t bad in the range I was mostly planning 

on using it, there was still a significant deviation between 1kHz-

2kHz, which is still a useable area for this driver. 
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 Fountek FR88EX 3” 

 This driver had some potential when 

I first looked at it. The price seemed 

about right and again, it looked like 

a pretty awesome driver to contrast 

with my flat-black cabinet ideas. The 

sensitivity however was even worse, 

at 84.3 dB. The main thing that 

turned me off was the frequency 

response; large peaks and valleys between 1kHz-2kHz, and small 

spikes in my “problem areas”. There were also quite a few 

deviations in resistance across the 200Hz-2kHz range. 

 Tang Band W4-1337SDF 4” 

 Going with the whole “looks” 

theme, these guys seemed to be 

well-endowed in that department. 

Of course I clicked on them. At $55 

a driver, I thought, “these should be 

pretty decent.” For that price, the 

cheaper drivers were more 

impressive. The frequency response 

was pretty crazy, a 6dB difference 

in the range I wanted to use it in. The sensitivity was up there at 

89dB, but the divet in resistance at 1kHz was a little troubling for 

a driver of this price. 

 SB Acoustics SB13PFC25-08 

 After taking a closer look at my crossover points and frequency 

responses of my mid-drivers, I chose to look at other bigger 

drivers. This one caught my 

attention for a few reasons. First 

off, it was cheaper; big plus 

there. Secondly it had a much 

flatter frequency response across 

more octaves. The only slightly 

downside is that the sensitivity 

isn’t as great as other drivers at 

87dB. It surely isn’t the worst and 

if it’s the only drawback, I’ll take it 
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Tweeters 

o At first I was looking at horn-loaded tweeters. While most of them provided a 

respectable amount of SPL, the frequency ranges weren’t as even as I thought 

they would have been. 

 SB Acoustics SB26STCN-C000-4 

 This guy took the cake. 

With about 2dB in change 

in its usable frequency 

range, it was the smoothest 

I had seen for the money; 

$33 a driver. The sensitivity 

was pretty impressive too; 

at 92dB. It’s probably the 

most plain-looking tweeter 

I had looked at, but it definitely seems like it’ll get the job done. 

 Audax PR125T1 Horn 

 Horn-loaded driver; awesome; 

loud. Not even at ALL in frequency 

response. The HUGE peak at 2kHz 

followed by the 5dB drop by 4kHz 

wasn’t really the best thing I had 

seen. The sensitivity was higher 

than the SB Acoustics driver above; 

96dB, but the response was all over 

the place. For the price, $37 a 

speaker, I wasn’t really impressed. 

 Fostex FT17H Horn Super Tweeter 

 Looks. Check. Sensitivity. Check. Frequency response. 

Decent…above 4kHz. 

Realistically I would probably 

have used this along with 

another tweeter if I needed to, 

but by itself this would have 

been a very bad decision. To 

confirm this, its spec sheet 

recommends a crossover at 

5kHz or higher. Most of my mid-
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woofers had some objectionable frequency responses way lower 

than that so they wouldn’t 

have played nice together. 

 SB Acoustics SB26ADC-C000-4 

 Discouraged by the horn 

tweeters, I started looking into 

other things. This aluminum 

dome tweeter seemed to do 

the trick and probably would 

have been a decent exchange 

for the other SB Acoustics. The frequency response looked great 

until I plugged it into the Excel spreadsheet. The little bump 

around 5-6kHz seemed over accentuated with the other drivers. 

This bump disappeared with the other driver. Other than that, the 

sensitivity was okay at 90dB and the price was reasonable. 

Definitely my solid second choice if I needed one. 

 SEAS Prestige 19TFF1 

 This driver seemed like a real contender up until I saw the 

sensitivity. 88dB wasn’t the greatest I had seen from a tweeter, 

especially just the ones I saw. 

The frequency response was 

pretty reasonable, only about 

2-3dB of change in the range I 

was going to use it and the 

price wasn’t bad at $32. The 

only other thing I worried 

about was the larger plastic chassis which I thought had a higher 

chance of getting broken. A small detail but still something I 

considered. 

 SEAS Prestige 27TAFNC/G 

 In the “looks” department, this guy was pretty flashy and 

different. Price-wise it wasn’t 

too bad either. 90dB was an 

acceptable sensitivity. 

Frequency response wasn’t as 

much. From 1kHz to 10kHz, 

there was a rather large peak 

at 1.5kHz, a dip from 2kHz to 
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Initial frequency response of the entire system without crossover or any other acoustic 

treatment. Microphone was an Earthworks M3630G and was placed 12” from the tweeter 

and mid-woofer on-axis. 

7kHz, and it wasn’t the smoothest dip in the world either. When 

graphed it looked pretty awful and for the money I figured it 

wasn’t really worth it. 

Crossover Design 
This system uses a “hybrid” active/passive crossover. I incorporated both the miniDSP active 

crossover with passive crossover parts in between my tweeter and mid-woofer. Initial crossover 

points were 

400Hz for my 

subwoofer 

(which I thought 

was incredibly 

high for a “sub” 

woofer) and a 

symmetrical 

crossover point 

of 2kHz for my 

tweeter and mid-

woofer. While 

the simulated 

graph showed 

that this would 

be a pretty flat response, there were a few kinks to work out during actual tuning time. 
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Frequency Response according to the SB Acoustics specification sheet 

Frequency response of the driver in the cabinet 

Tweeter Crossover Evolution 
In this segment we’ll see how the tweeter evolved from its raw form to its final place in the 

frequency spectrum of this speaker. 

If we look at the SB Acoustics spec sheet vs. the actual performance we’ll see that it’s fairly 

accurate. With the driver in the cabinet we see that 6kHz and up seems to form this shelf that is 

easy enough to get rid of in the miniDSP. The initial crossover design called for the tweeter to 

be crossed over with the mid-woofer at 2kHz. This formed a sizeable lump 
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Driver in cabinet crossed over at 3kHz 

Frequency response according to the SB Acoustics specification sheet 

 

 

Mid-Woofer Crossover Evolution 
In this segment we’ll see how the mid-woofer evolved from its raw form to its final place in the 

frequency spectrum of this speaker. 

First we’ll take a look at the SB Acoustics spec sheet and compare it to the actual performance 

in the cabinet. 
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Frequency response of the driver in the cabinet 

Frequency response of mid-woofer crossed over at 1kHz 

 

 

 

  

 

Right off the bat we should notice the lack of flat response in comparison to the specification sheet. The 

sizeable lumps at 1.5kHz and from 400-800Hz are definitely noticeable and can be treated in a number 

of ways when we get to tuning. 
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Subwoofer Crossover Evolution 
In this segment we’ll see how the subwoofer evolved from its raw form to its final place in the 

frequency spectrum of this speaker. 

Measuring the subwoofer accurately with the rest of the cabinet was a little different mostly 

because of the spacing in between it and the mid-woofer. In the final system tuning I ended up 

putting the measurement microphone on the ground and tilting the speaker downward to get a 

better measurement. 

 

 

 

Frequency response of the driver according to the SB Acoustics Specification sheet 

Frequency response of the driver in the cabinet 
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In this measurement I put in a basic low-pass filter in at 200Hz. It is relatively flat but there are some 

weird discrepancies like the cut around 125Hz in the spec sheet and the boost at 125Hz in the actual 

measurement. 

System Tuning 
Tuning these speakers was a relatively straight-forward process and quite a bit of fun along the way. My 

first step was to incorporate the active crossover components first; the 200Hz crossover between my 

sub- and mid-woofer, the high shelf at 10kHz to get rid of the extra sizzle in the tweeter, and a few 

notches in the mid-woofer to get rid of random peaks. 

The first round of measurements came from placing the Earthworks 3630G microphone 12” away from 

the front baffle right in between the tweeter and mid-woofer. This got me accurate results with the two 

drivers but kind of neglected the sub-woofer.  

 

After I got a flat response from those two drivers I moved the speaker and microphone to the floor. By 

doing this, I was able to eliminate the floor-bounce factor and get an accurate reading of the interaction 

between my sub- and mid-woofer. 
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If we combine the useable data from both graphs, we see an overall +/- 2dB change from 20Hz to about 

50Hz. 

  

With this measurement, the floor-bounce is eliminated and we see a smoother interaction between 

the sub- and mid-woofer. While most of the data above the mid-woofer crossover point (800Hz) isn’t 

really that accurate, we see a better interaction in the lower frequencies than the previous 

measurement with the microphone in the air. 
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Final Description Documentation 

Waterfall Plots 

13

14

15 

                                                           
13

 Waterfall plot of full system 
14

 Waterfall plot of just high-frequency content: 48kHz to 500Hz 
15

 Waterfall plot of just low-frequency content: 20Hz to 200Hz 
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Harmonic Distortion 
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Frequency Response

16

17

18 
  

                                                           
16

 Frequency response on all axis: 0°, 15°, 30°, 60° 
17

 Frequency response with microphone placed 12” from tweeter and mid-woofer 
18

 Frequency response with microphone and speaker on floor 
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Phase Response 

 

Step Response 
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